
 



 



 



 



BIG CREEK GULF TRAIL 
 
General Description: The rough, challenging trail leads through the gorge below and to the west of 
Stone Door. Hikers may return via the Laurel or Big Creek Rim Trails. Due to its difficulty, an overnight 
hike is recommended, although it can make a long, tiring but rewarding day hike. 
 
Miles Trail Description: 
 
0.0 - Trail begins from Stone Door Trail above the overlook, and then steeply descends through the 
Stone Door passageway. 
 
0.1 - The descent continues down extremely rocky slopes. 
 
0.9 - Connector Trail to left, Big Creek Gulf Trail to right. 
 
1.2 - Old logging road to left leads to several resurgent springs where the creek comes back up after a 
2-mile underground stretch. A good but cold swimming hole is below the springs when they’re flowing. 
 
2.0 - Ranger Falls Trail to the left. This side trail leads to the falls and sink of Ranger Creek. Round trip 
is one mile. 
 
2.6 - Sinks Trail to left; this short spur leads to where Big Creek usually disappears under an imposing, 
unstable limestone bluff. 
 
3.5 - An old landslide has opened a view of the surrounding cliffs, the largest being an old logging road. 
 

    4.0 - Laurel Trail begins to left, Big Creek Rim Trail to the right. Alum Gap 

 



BIG CREEK RIM TRAIL 
 
General Description: This easy trail follows the edge of the plateau above the Big Creek Gulf. It can 
form half of a loop walk using either the Laurel or Big Creek Gulf Trails as the other half. Several very 
small streams are crossed but are usually dry during the summer and fall. 
 
Miles Trail Description: 
 
0.0 - Trail begins from the Stone Door Trail near the overlook. 
 
0.3 - Split Rock Overlook. Stone Door cliffs to far left of view. 
 
1.6 - Sinks Overlook. At the bottom of the gorge a limestone cliff marks the area where Big Creek goes 
underground most of the year. 
 
2.5 - Pine Rock Overlook. 
 
2.7 - Big Creek Overlook. The stream can be seen down and to the right. A beautiful intricate bluff is also 
to the right. 
 
3.2 - Alum Gap Camp Area. The junction of Laurel and Big Creek Gulf Trails is 160 feet straight ahead. 

  

 

GREETER FALLS LOOP TRAIL 
 
General Description: This loop leads to four waterfalls, numerous bluffs, and two historic sites. Terrain 
is very rocky under the bluffs and easy above. 
 



Miles Trail Description: 
 
0.0 - Trail begins across entrance road from Greeter Falls parking lot. 
 
0.1 - Blue Hole Trail to right goes .5 miles to great swimming hole. 
 
0.2 - Greeter Homeplace to left, occupied in 1800’s and early 1900’s. 
 
0.3 - Loop begins—description to left. 
 
0.4 - Junction with Greeter Trail, Alum Gap one mile to left and Upper Boardtree Falls to right, after 
steep descent on stairs. 
 
0.5 - Lower Boardtree Falls hidden below and left. 
 
0.7 - Spur trails to Lower Greeter Falls to left, down spiral stairs—Upper Greeter Falls and site of Long’s 
Mille down and to right. 
 

    0.8 - Ascend up bluffs to loop junction.  

 


